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 7TH NPUGA GAMES
HOSTED BY NILE UNIVERSITY OF NIGERIA

Nile University hosted the seventh edition of the NPUGA Games which last-
ed from the 13th to 21st December, 2017. The eight-day competition, which 
comprised of 23 participating universities, and featured several sports including; 
football, basketball, volleyball, badminton, table tennis, lawn tennis, chess, scrab-
ble, athletics, and swimming, offered lots of exciting matchups that kept specta-
tors entertained throughout.

At the end of the event, Benson Idahosa University finished first with 53 
medals (38 Gold, 9 Silver, 6 Bronze), Afe Babalola University finished second 
with 46 medals (14 Gold, 20 Silver, 12 Bronze), while Igbinedion University 
completed the top three with 39 medals (10 Gold, 13 Silver, 16 Bronze). 

Nile University of Nigeria finished 17th with four medals (2 Silver, 2 Bronze), 
won by our Scrabble, Chess, and Female Volleyball teams.

FROM THE 13TH TO 21ST DECEMBER, 2017.



NPUGA PHOTO SPLASH
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THINGS WE LEARNED FROM 

NPUGA (EDITOR’S MUSINGS)

The 7th Edition of the NPUGA Games offered lots of interesting insights— from discovering that 
our Vice-Chancellor has impressive football kicking skills (before kick-off in the opening match), to 
realizing that even our usually calm football coach can go Beserk should the situation demand it— 
that added to the event’s entertainment value.  
On that note, here are some of the things we learned from the Games:  

•There are two types of coaches…

* Some people didn’t come to play!

…the “Bad Cop” coach that is never 
satisfied 

the “Good Cop” coach that is always 
yelling “good shot boy!” even when 

you’re playing absolute nonsense.

VSVS
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• There are two types of FANS…

• Our Naija brothers will always hustle! 

• Our fans are bae!

* Playing NairaBet/Bet9ja in an NPUGA 
match? Wonders will never end.

* No one slays the Agbada quite             
like our VC

* They even went and bought Vuvuzuelas

to support the football team.

* … the “oversabi” group that will even 
criticize a player for getting injured 

* the “I have no idea what I’m doing here” group 

that will be asking why the goalkeeper’s jersey is 

different from his teammates’

VSVS
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THE NILE

“PHOENIX”
BASKETBALL TEAM

The Nile University Male Basketball Team that made a run to the 
quarter-finals of the Basketball tournament at the 7th NPUGA 

Games. 



MEET THE PLAYERS
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Ali Shuaibu  |  Shooting Guard

Eshiet Akpan  |  Point Guard

Ibrahim Sadiq G.  |  Small Forward

Sulaiman Rajab Shehu  |  Shooting Guard

Hamisu Buratai |  Point Guard

Connor  |  Center

Roy Edom  |  Power Forward

Abduljalal  |  Forward

Fedelis Nwankor  |  Point Guard

Roy Nnamdi  |  Center
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SCHOOL PAINTING
AT PIWOYI
VILLAGE
The Nile University Student Representative Council, aided by volunteers from the Charity, Touch 
Lives, and Business clubs, along with several other students, organized a “school painting” pro-
ject as part of its community outreach program. To finance the project, voluntary donations were 
sourced from students and staff, in addition to the funds provided by the organizers (the SRC). 
The occasion was a huge success as students turned out en masse at the L.E.A Primary School, 
Piwoyi—the project’s venue— where they completed the painting of a school block.



TOUCHLIVES
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Students carrying out 
their painting duties 
enthusiastically at 
the LEA Primary 
School, Piwoyi
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LAW CLINIC DEBUTS WITH 

PRISON
PROJECT

Nile University of Nigeria, in the bid to give back to the society by rendering selfless 
legal services, launched her Law Clinic earlier this year. The Clinic is aimed at providing 

hands-on legal experience to law students, while rendering pro bono legal services to 
persons who cannot afford legal representation.

Among the Clinic’s many undertakings is the ongoing Pre-trial Justice Project, in which 
the Law Clinicians visit prisons to interview pre-trial detainees and render pro bono 

legal services to the indigents amongst them.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE PRISON PROJECT
*To give clinicians the opportunity to learn legal skills, values and

ethics of the profession by exposing them to real-life situations that make them
ethically conscious and socially responsible lawyers.

*To provide access to justice to pre-trial detainees and the rest of the indigent and
underrepresented prisoners.

*To complement the efforts of the Legal Aid Council and other legal aid providers in the
country.

To that effect, Nile University’s Law clinicians recently paid a visit to Suleja prison were they 
met some of the pre-trial detainees.

Group photograph of Law 
clinicians after interview 
with pre-trial detainees

Law clinicians on their 
way back after prison 
visit 



NILE
CONNECT
The Nile Connect is an application developed by Asim Balarabe Yazid (a Nile alumnus, and current 
staff, who created it as part of his final year project) to provide convenient access to current infor-
mation pertaining to Nile University of Nigeria for students, faculty, staff, and visitors.
Some of the App’s features include; news and announcements on upcoming and ongoing activities 
and events, videos, admission information, canteen information, downloads (video games, etc.), 
Student Information System, and much more. 
Nile Connect is an evolving app with the end goal of becoming a social application that enables us-
ers interact with one another (the developers have made a lot of progress on this front). 
Nile Connect is currently available for download on Google Play and AppStore. 
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